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EIKI today demonstrated the new EIP-4500 … a 4,500 ANSI Lumen XGA Resolution DLP™ Data/Video Projector engineered to 
offer extreme flexibility in positioning and control. 
  
Optimized for the performance demands of systems integration and large venue applications, this versatile projector delivers 
images with 4500 ANSI Lumens brightness, at 90% uniformity and a 1000:1 contrast ratio, in XGA resolution, on screens up to 
20’ wide. 

The EIP-4500 achieves its high brightness through the use of a pair of high efficiency 275 Watt VIP lamps.  This arrangement 
also provides lamp redundancy, and … through the use of ultra-quiet, lamp-life prolonging Eco mode … permits a total of 4 
different brightness levels. 

Its 0.7” DDR DLP™ single DMD™ imaging engine coupled with a 4-segment, 3X speed air bearing color wheel quietly delivers 
seamless, high contrast computer and video images. 

A range of easily interchanged optional lenses, combined with vertical and horizontal lens shift and geometric digital keystone 
correction offers a wide choice of projector locations, permitting the optimum installation or setup even in demanding 
environments. 

The EIP-4500 accommodates both local and network control.  It includes both RS-232 control and LAN connectivity: a serial 
connection, and an RJ45 connection and web server are built-in.  And both systems are compatible with third party hardware 
and software. 

Advanced signal processing and scaling circuitry makes the EIP-4500 compatible with computer resolutions as high as 
UXGA.  And the projector includes presenter-pleasing features such as  remote computer mouse control, lamp-life saving power 
management, and keylock security. 

The EIP-4500 supports both 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratio video input in all color systems.  In analog mode it converts interlace 
input to progressive scan, and can detect 3-2 pulldown.  In digital mode it supports SD and HDTV resolutions up to 1080i 
through an HDCP compatible DVI connector. 

Unique features of the EIP-4500 include both projector stack control and videowall signal division. 

The EIP-4500 will be available within 60 days. 

 


